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Abstract What is the rationale for benefit-cost analysis (BCA)? The answer is critical for
determining how BCA results should be interpreted, their implications for policy, and how BCA
should be conducted. There are at least two possible bases for justifying BCA, positive and
normative. The positive basis is that BCA identifies policy changes that satisfy the Kaldor-Hicks
compensation test, so that those who benefit could hypothetically compensate those who are
harmed. The normative basis is that BCA identifies social improvements, e.g., by approximating a
utilitarian calculus or promoting more consistent decisions by protecting against cognitive error.
When human behavior differs from that which is assumed in standard economic models, the
justifications may conflict. Individuals whose behavior differs from the models may disprefer a
change in circumstances that normative models predict they should prefer. The positive
justification is consistent with respect for individual autonomy and provides clarity about
methodological choices in the analysis but can require endorsing cognitive and behavioral errors
that individuals would wish to avoid. The normative justification implies rejecting policies that the
population prefers and requires determining what preferences are normatively acceptable.
JEL classification: D61, D81, H40, Q50 Keywords: benefit-cost analysis, behavioral
economics
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Introduction
Behavioral-economic and related research has revealed that people may systematically
behave in ways that are inconsistent with standard economic models. This raises questions about
economic-welfare theory and the role, conduct, and interpretation of benefit-cost analysis (BCA).
In short, what is the justification (or rationale) for BCA? What questions does it address, and why
are the answers relevant to policy choice?
In general terms, BCA provides information about whether a policy change is likely to
improve social well-being, conceived as an aggregate of the well-being of individuals comprising
the society. Two classes of justification exist, positive and normative. The positive justification is
that BCA seeks to determine whether the policy change in question satisfies the Kaldor-Hicks
compensation test. It leaves unanswered the normative question of whether satisfying the
compensation test is either necessary or sufficient for a policy to constitute a social improvement
and also the extent to which other factors such as equity should offset or outweigh the results of
BCA.
There are several normative justifications: that utilitarianism is an appropriate
framework for policy choice and BCA approximates the utilitarian calculus; that BCA protects
against cognitive mistakes in policy choice; and that BCA promotes consistent policy choice
which enhances individuals’ well-being on average.
The existence of systematic differences between human behavior and standard economic
theory can drive a wedge between the positive and normative justifications. In particular, a
policy that BCA suggests will satisfy the Kaldor-Hicks compensation test (i.e., a policy for
which a set of transfer payments exists such that everyone in the population views himself at
least as well off with the policy and transfer payments than without) may not deliver: people
whose behavior is inconsistent with standard models may judge themselves to be worse off.
Conversely, a policy that everyone prefers may not satisfy the compensation test.
The tension between positive and normative perspectives is nicely posed by the parable ―
Trouble in Happyville‖ (Portney 1992): Imagine you are the Director of Environmental
Protection for the town of Happyville. There is a naturally occurring cont amina nt i n the
town’s dr inki ng wat er tha t all of the re sidents be lieve is carcinogenic
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may acc ount for t he towns’ above -average cancer rate. Each resident is willing to pay
$1,000 to cover the cost of treatment that will eliminate the contaminant. You have consulted with
the world’s top risk analysts and each has reported that, while one can never be certain a
particular substance does not cause cancer, each would stake her professional reputation on the
conclusion that this contaminant is benign. You have repeatedly and skillfully communicated
these judgments to the citizenry, but each of them nevertheless prefers to spend the money to treat
the water. What should you do? If you call for the water to be treated, you are knowingly denying
every resident the other benefits he could achieve with $1,000 but every resident will believe
himself to be better off. If you reject the treatment option, you are knowingly imposing a policy
that every resident believes is contrary to his well-being. This essay highlights the extent to
which questions about how to conduct and
interpret BCA are dependent on the unresolved question of its fundamental justification or
rationale. This dependence is illustrated in the context of environmental, health, and safety
policy.
The paper is organized as follows. The following section describes some of the
background, possible justifications for BCA, and proposals for reconciling the tension that arises
if behavior deviates from standard economic models. The next section describes key concepts of
BCA that are particularly relevant to this question: the relationship between choices, preferences,
and well-being, and the distinction between predicting and evaluating the desirability of policy
consequences. The subsequent section examines several areas in which individual behavior seems
to conflict with normative models, including the role of information, non-proportionality between
willingness to pay and risk reduction, ambiguity aversion, discounting future consequences, and
the divergence between measures of willingness to pay for an improvement and willingness

Sala nie and Trei ch (2009) ge neralize Port ney’s example to per mit the regulator to
choose among multiple control levels and to allow consumers to adjust adjust their consumption
of town water. They suggest that a paternalistic regulator should clean the water more than
would otherwise be optimal whenever residents misperceive its quality. When consumers
overestimate the risk, they will incur costs in avoiding consumption of town water that can be
reduced by over-control; when they underestimate the risk, they will consume more than the
optimal level.
1
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to accept compensation to forgo the improvement. The final section summarizes how the choice
between positive and normative justifications has implications for the conduct and interpretation
of BCA and concludes that the choice of justification is related to the larger question of the role of
government: whether the government should attempt to serve the public interest as it is currently
perceived by citizens or to provide leadership that is ult imat el y in the publics’ interest , even if
tha t confli ct s with public opinion.
Justifications for BCA
2There

are multiple justifications for BCA, i.e., rationales for why its results should influence
policy choice. Some justifications are positive: they assert that BCA answers a positive question,
and implicitly that the answer to this question is normatively significant for policy choice. Other
justifications are normative: they assert that BCA helps identify policies that are socially
beneficial but do not specify a well-defined positive question that BCA seeks to answer. Different
rationales have different implications for how BCA should be conducted and how its results
should be interpreted. The most prominent positive justification derives from the text-book
description
of BCA as a method that identifies policy changes that satisfy the Kaldor-Hicks compensation
test. The compensation test asks whether, if monetary transfers could be made without cost, those
who benefit from a policy change could compensate those who are harmed so that everyone
would judge himself better off with the policy change and transfer payments than without. This is
a question that can, at least in principle, be answered using scientific methods. This positive
justification leaves unanswered the normative question of whether passing the Kaldor-Hicks
compensation test is either a necessary or sufficient condition for the policy change to constitute a
social improvement
Nyborg (2012, p. 15) makes a similar distinction: ― Most textbooks in cost-benefit analysis
assume, implicitly or explicitly, that the purpose of the analysis is to rank projects according to
their social preferability. My starting point is different. I assume, instead, that the primary role
of an economic project analysis is to provide factual input to a democratic decision process.‖
She expl ai ns that posi ti ve and normat ive rat ionales require different sorts of analyses: a
normative analysis is necessarily based on normative premises and cannot be objective; a
positive analysis must be as objective as possible if it is to prove useful to decision makers
holding different normative premises.
2
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transfer payments are not made. The justification is also silent on the role that other factors,
such as effects on equity, equality of opportunity, and fairness, should have in policy choice.
There are several normative justifications for BCA. They have in common an
4assertion

that BCA identifies policies that improve social well-being (where improvement must
be defined in some way that is external to BCA) but the truth of this assertion cannot be
empirically verified. One normative justification is derived from utilitarianism in which the
objective is to maximize the sum of well-being in the society and it is assumed that well-being can
be measured using standard economic concepts such as compensating and equivalent variation.
This justification leads naturally to the suggestion that the monetary values of benefits and costs
should be weighted depending on whether they fall on rich or poor, given the intuition that
marginal utility declines with wealth. Whether total population utility is increased cannot be
verified without a method to measure individual utility in an interpersonally comparable fashion,
which does not yet exist. Other normative justifications are motivated by pragmatism. One such
claim is
that BCA is a practical method that approximates the result of an ideal but impractical measure of
social welfare (Adler and Posner 2006). A related justification is that BCA helps promote
consistent decision making by avoiding random errors and protecting against cognitive mistakes
that can arise when a decision maker tries to evaluate a policy change by holistic judgment
(Sunstein 2000). Neither claim can be empirically verified without the ability to calculate the
ideal measure of social welfare (for Adler and Posner) or to identify the better policy decision
(for Sunstein).

The concept of a positive justification for BCA, as used here, is distinct from Abramo wicz’ s
(2004) proposal for ―predictive cost -benefit analysi s.‖ Abramowicz suggests that information
markets could provide information about whether a policy is likely to satisfy a Kaldor-Hicks
compensation test. Specifically, such markets could predict whether a retrospective but otherwise
conventional BCA of the policy in question will find that it yields net benefits. Abra mowicz’ s
proposal does not address the questions about how BCA should be conducted and its relevance for
policy that are addressed here.
4 See Kahneman and Sugden (2005) for discussion of the possibility to use self reports of
experienced utility as such a measure.
3
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alternative consistency claim asserts that, if policies that maximize net benefits are routinely
chosen, everyone will be better off in the long run because those who benefit and those who are
harmed will tend to vary across decisions (Boardman et al. 2006). The claim that winners and
losers will vary across decisions is clearly true, but it seems doubtful that the expected gain from
using BCA over a set of decisions is distributed uniformly over the population. Because the
monetary values of beneficial and harmful consequences tend to increase with income, BCA will
systematically favor the interests of rich over poor, compared with equal weighting of individuals’
utilities. Moreover, the strength of these pragmatic claims obviously depends on the alternatives
with which BCA is compared. Proponents of the positive justification tend to view BCA as
providing
information that is useful to decision makers, but to recognize that factors in addition to those
incorporated in BCA (such as equity) are also important, and so satisfying the compensation test
is neither necessary nor sufficient for policy choice. In contrast, normative justifications seem to
make a more explicit claim that a finding of net benefits should be determinative, because BCA,
on this interpretation, is sufficient to distinguish between policies that do and do not improve
social well-being.
A statement by eleven leading regulatory economists (Arrow et al. 1996) is la rgely
consiste nt wit h the posi tive justification (―Mos t ec ono mist s would ar gue t hat economic
efficiency, measured as the difference between benefits and costs, ought to be one of the
fundamental criteria for evaluating proposed environmental, health, and safety re gulations‖) ,
although it also invokes a pragmatic justification (BCA ―ca n pro vide an exceptionally useful
framework for consistently organizing disparate information, and in this way, it can greatly
improve the process and, hence, the outcome of policy analysis‖) .
Both positive and normative justifications, as described here, assume that BCA is conducted to
inform some impartial benevolent despot, often called a social planner. Sugden (2011) criticizes
this framing because no such decision maker exists. He suggests that BCA should be addressed
to actual members of a society who wish to coordinate their behavior to mutual advantage.
Nyborg (2012, p. 15) adopts a similar perspective: ― I will assume that several decision-makers,
whose ethical and/or political views differ, take part in [the policy choice]. Consequently, the
purpose of the analysis is not to determine one final ranking of projects, but rather to enable
each decision-maker to arrive at a wellfounded r anki ng in a ccorda nce with her normat ive vi
ews.‖
5
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Nyborg (2012, p. 19) suggests a position like this is common in BCA te xts: ― the most
common conclusion still seems to be that CBA can still be used normatively – although with
care. The main problem with this view is, as I see it, that it is usually not clear what it means
to us e ca re.‖
Two alternative justifications for BCA that accommodate behaviors that violate standard
economic models have been recently offered. Sugden (2005) suggests that the objective of BCA
should be to estimate the type of economic surplus that markets produce. In particular, if
preferences are context-dependent , indivi duals’ choi ces and the resulting economic surplus
will depend on the decision context. Sugden suggests that the surplus that should be incorporated
in BCA should be the surplus that would result if perfectly competitive markets were available.
Typically, this will be the surplus ―at the last moment at which trade is possible‖ (p.148), e.g.,
immediately before consumption or at the moment of commitment to production of a custom
good. This ― closest market analog‖ approach seems to be an alternative positive justification: it
seeks to predict the surplus that would be created if ideal competitive markets were available and
people behaved as they do, regardless of whether that behavior promotes their long-run
wellbeing. Whether predictions of behavior in the simulated ideal markets are empirically
verifiable is not clear, however. Smith and Moore (2010) question how these predictions can be
made without specifying what alternative to conventional coherent preferences to use in making
them.
Bernheim and Rangel (2009) propose to base welfare analysis on actual choices and to
accommodate choices that are inconsistent with a standard utility function by re cognizing tha t
an individual’s choices depend on both the objects between whic h he i s choosing and ―
ancillary conditions‖ that are known to the individual but not to the analyst. They suggest that
welfare analysis be conducting using an ― unambiguous choice relation,‖ which is the most
informative characterization of preferences that is consistent with a ll of an indi vidual’s obse
rved choi ces . Because the ancillary conditions a ssociated with a policy are unknown to the
analyst, this framework accepts that there may be ambiguity in determining whether an
individual is benefitted or harmed by a policy intervention. This approach is also a positive
justification: it seeks to implement a
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criterion without imposing assumptions about whether observed
behavior is actually in the i ndividua l’s bes t i nterests .
Key Concepts
This section describes some key concepts of BCA that are critical to assessing the
implications of alternative justifications. These include the relationship between an indi vidual ’s
choi ces , pre ferences, and well -being, and the distinction between predicting the consequences
of a policy and evaluating their desirability.
Choices, Preferences, and Well-being
7BCA

and similar approaches to evaluating policy confront two issues: how to evaluate individual
well-being and how to eval uate polic ies that improve so me peopl e’s well-being while r
educing others’ (in comparison with either continuing the status quo policy or with alternative
poli cie s that would have i mprove d the othe rs’ well -being by more than the candidate
policy). Conventional BCA assumes that the individual is the best judge of how changes in
circumstances will affect his well-being (consumer sovereignty) and measures change in
well-being by each individua l’s compensating variations, i.e., willingness to pay (WTP) for an
improvement and willingness to accept compensation (WTA) for a harm. Other concepts of
well-being include capabilities (Sen 1992), opportunities (Sugden 2004), quality-adjusted life
years for health and longevity (Gold et al. 1996), and conceptions of a good or moral life
proffered by many religions.
In identifying well-being with preferences, conventional BCA relies on the standard
economic assumption that people act to maximize their own well-being (subject to the constraints
they face). This assumption underlies the first welfare theorem: when markets are perfectly
competitive, any market equilibrium is Pareto efficient (resources cannot be reallocated to
improve someone’ s well -being without reducing someone

Smith and Moore (2010) suggest this proposal is unworkable because it requires many obser
vations of people’ s choi ces in different con texts.
7 BCA can also be conducted using equivalent variations, i.e., WTA to forgo an improvement
and WTP to prevent a harm.
6
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el se’s). I f people d o not maximize their own well-being (given available income and
market prices), the theorem fails.
Behavioral-economic research provides evidence that people often behave in ways that do
not maximize well-being as it is represented by individual-specific utility functions like those
incorporated in conventional economic models. Humans often seem to evaluate changes rather
than positions, to evaluate changes as proportions of some reference rather than absolute
magnitudes, and to be influenced by the way a choice is described or ―framed‖ ( e.g., Kahneman
2011, Kahneman and Tversky 1979, 2000, Kahneman et al. 1982, Tversky and Kahneman 1991).
Beshears et al. (2008) assert that choices are jointly determined by a mixture of normative
preferences that ―represent the agent ’s act ual inte rests‖ and other factors including analytic
errors, myopic impulses, inattention, passivity, and misinformation. They identify five factors that
increase the likelihood that individual choices diverge from normative preferences: passive choice,
complexity, limited personal experience, third-party marketing, and intertemporal choice.
It is well-recognized that people sometimes make consequential mistakes (as well as
whimsical choices and flippant survey responses) that do not reflect their interests. Some people,
in some contexts, may lack the requisite cognitive capability to make sens ible choic es (e.g., chil
dren, Alzhei mer ’s pat ients) . Hence the standard for BCA is that choi ces should r eflect
indivi duals’ ―well -informed pre ferences.‖ But how to dete rmine which choices reflect
well-informed preferences and which do not is a difficult question, especially if one accepts that
some choices that violate normative models of choice may nevertheless reflect well-informed
preferences.
One response is that a choice or behavior is mistaken if the individual, on being confronted with
its implications, recognizes it as a mistake. Famously, when Maurice Allais asked L. James
Savage to choose between the two paired lotteries of the Allais paradox, Savage evidently
followed the common pattern, thus violating his axioms of expected utility theory. Once Allais
pointed this out to him, Savage decided he had made a mistake and changed his answers. More
recently, Gneezy et al. (2006) report experimental evidence in which samples of individuals
value a lottery less than comparable samples value its worst outcome. They note that such
violations do not occur when the same individuals value both the lottery and its worst outcome,
when the
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comparison is transparent. Whether an individual recognizes a choice or pattern of choices as
undesirable may depend on his education or training. For example, Binmore (2009, pp. 23-24)
suggests ― Just as it is easier to predict how educated kids will do arithmetic, so the spread of
decision theory into our universities and business schools will eventually make it easier to predict
how decisions get made in economic life.‖ It may be difficult, however, to distinguish between
legitimate education and a form of training or ―br ai nwashing‖ tha t condit ions individua ls to a
speci fic behavior .
Another approach is to investigate the extent to which choices are constrained by factors
that are not incorporated in standard economic models, such as constraints on cognitive capacity
and decision-making energy (Smith and Moore 2010). If these constraints can be identified and
modeled, the preferences that are inferred may be more consistent with a standard utility
function. An alternative position is that choices that violate a normative model cannot reveal
well-informed preferences.
8Do

behavioral deviations from the predictions of standard economic models of normative
behavior reflect cognitive errors or are standard economic models oversimplified, ignoring
important and legitimate concerns? Similarly, do well-known differences in risk perception
between experts and laypeople reflect naïve public evaluation or inadequacies of expert models
that give insufficient attention to attributes other than probability and severity of consequence
(Starr 1969, Slovic 1987, 2000)? Surely, both answers are correct: some deviations from expert
models are due to error, and some reflect limitations of the models which are, by design,
simplified representations. A more useful question is which of the deviations between behavior
and economic models reflect errors that individuals would wish to correct, were they aware of
them, and which reflect inadequacies of standard models in describing normatively appropriate
behavior?

Gowdy (2007) argues that experimental economics and neuroscience provide strong evidence
that many assumptions of standard economic models are false (e.g., that ―money i s a uni ver sal
substit ute for anything‖ and tha t ―prefere nces ar e stabl e and [full y] self-regar ding.‖ He
advocat es that BCA shoul d be ―ba sed on sci enti fic evide nce a bout how humans actually
behave, not on armchair theorizing about how people should act in the stylized world of
Walrasian general equilibrium.‖
8
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between human behavior and standard economic models drive a wedge between
positive and normative justifications for BCA. If people always behaved in accordance with
standard economic theory, then any policy that satisfied the KaldorHicks compensation test would
provide an opportunit y for enhanci ng everyone’s well being (i.e., it would expand t he ―s ocial
pie‖ ) and the central question about the use of BCA would be how to balance efficiency (as
measured by aggregate net benefits) against distribution of well-being within society and other
concerns such as liberty and responsibility (Saint-Paul 2011). In effect, the questions would be
about how to divide the pie (e.g., under what conditions should transfer payments be required)
and, since transfers are not costless, under what conditions does an adverse distributional effect
outweighs a beneficial efficiency effect (Okun 1975). If people do not always behave in
accordance with standard theory, then policies combined with compensation payments that are
predicted to yield Pareto improvements may not deliver; affected individuals may not perceive
themselves to be better off.
Predicting and Evaluating Consequences
Conventional BCA requires two types of evaluation: predicting the consequences of
alternative policies and assessing the desirability of the consequences. Prediction of policy
consequences is a positive exercise; the task is to make the most accurate prediction possible.
Predictions need not be limited to point estimates; uncertainty can be represented by a probability
distribution over possible consequences. Many of the tools used to predict consequences are
scientific models. In the context of environmental, health, and safety policies, these include
economic and natural-science models used to predict how regulations or other policies influence
firm and individual behavior and ultimately environmental quality and human exposures to
hazards and health risks.
Note that the consequences of a policy often depend on behavior as well as on natural
laws. For example, energy use in lighting, transport, and other services is

If transfers can be made more efficiently through a general taxation and welfare system rather
than by accompanying every policy intervention with specific transfers, then the tax and welfare
system might be adjusted to compensate for the effects of a portfolio of policy interventions.
9
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influenced not only by technical improvements in efficiency but also by the rebound effect
through which consumption of the service increases as its marginal cost falls (Tsao et al. 2010).
Similarly, the health effects of ambient air pollution depend on people ’s behavior such as
limiting outdoor activity on days with high pollution; as air quality is improved, people may
reduce their self-protective behavior leading to less reduction in exposure and smaller health
gains than if their behavior did not respond. In his wellknown paper, Peltzman (1975) provided
evidence that mandated technical improvements in automobiles provided smaller reductions in
injuries than anticipated, because drivers took some of the benefits of safer cars in the form of
reducing their efforts to drive carefully. Even the seemingly technological costs of producing
pollution-control equipment depend on worker s’ be havior and prefer ence s over income,
working conditions, and leisure time.
Prediction is a positive exercise that is, in principle, subject to empirical ver ification. If
peopl e’ s behavi or differs from con venti onal econo mic mod el s, these deviations should be
taken into account when predicting consequences – there is no rationale for knowingly
mispredicting consequences. For this purpose, descriptive models that accurately forecast the
consequences of policy are more useful than normative models that explain how people ought to
respond to the policy.
In contrast to prediction, evaluating the desirability of alternative consequences (or
probability distributions over consequences) is a normative problem. In conventional BCA, the
preferences of the affected population are deemed to govern and the standards that preferences
must satisfy to be deemed acceptable are modest, typically consisting of basic properties of
coherence (e.g., transitivity) so that choices can be represented as maximizing a utility function
(de gustibus non est disputandum, i.e., analysts should accept preferences as they are, since they
cannot be judged objectively right or wrong). In evaluating risks, conventional BCA assumes
preferences are consistent with maximizing the expected value of a utility function, which is a
more demanding characterization of coherence that is widely but not universally accepted (for
critiques, see Allais 1953, Slovic and Tversky 1974, Machina 1987, Cohen and Jaffray 1988,
Manski 2009).
Note that while the use of individual preferences to evaluate policies is normative, the exercise
of measuring individual preferences is positive: the analyst seeks to describe
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individuals’ preferences as accurately as possible. BCA is populist: the preferences that
determine desirability of alternative consequences are those of the affected population, not
those of an analyst, bureaucrat, or other expert (at least under the positive justification).
Monetary values of consequences, such as reductions in health risks, are ascertained using
revealed- or stated-preference approaches. Revealed-preference methods infer people’s
preferences on the assumption that they prefer the choices they make to the available alternatives.
(Revealed-preference methods are also applied in laboratory settings, in which case there is the
additional question of how accurately behavior in the laboratory corresponds to behavior in the
field.) Stated-preference methods rely on people’s statement s about which options they prefer,
usually in surveys. In many cases, the preferences inferred from either approach appear to be
inconsistent with standard economic models. For example, purchasers of lower cost, less efficient
air conditioners and refrigerators seem to reveal personal discount rates of 20 percent or more,
substantially higher than apparent borrowing costs (Hausman 1979, Gately 1980). As another
example, stated-preference estimates suggest that people require two to ten times as much
compensation to forgo a gain as they would be willing to pay for the gain, despite theoretical
models that suggest these values should be (in most cases) nearly equal (Horowitz and
McConnell 2002).
Differences between human behavior and standard economic models not only affect the
rationale for BCA but can also affect estimates of parameters that are required inputs. For
example, if people evaluate risks using some form of probability weighting (as in prospect and
rank-dependent-expected-utility theories; Kahneman and Tversky 1979, Tversky and Kahneman
1992, Quiggin 1993), then estimates of rates of substitution between money and changes in risk
may be biased (Bleichrodt and Eeckhoudt 2006). As another example, if behavior is affected by
loss aversion (Tversky and Kahneman 1991), estimates of the price elasticity of a good may
depend on whether the price increases or falls compared with some reference value (Putler 1992
found the price elasticity of eggs was more than twice as large for a price increase than for a
price decrease). To predict the consequences of a policy change, models that incorporate
probability weighting and loss aversion should be used (when these phenomena are
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present), but to evaluate well-being it may be desirable to adjust the estimates of rates of
substitution and price elasticities that come from these behaviors to better estimate normative
preferences that ―represent t he agent ’s actual interests‖ (Beshears e t al . 2008).
Differences between Positive and Normative Perspectives
Differences between standard economic models and human behavior are numerous. In
some cases, these differences appear to reflect cognitive or behavioral errors that people would
wish to avoid if they were aware of them. These include sensitivity of decisions to framing, many
differences between willingness-to-pay and willingness-to-accept values, hyperbolic rather than
exponential discounting of future consequences, nonlinear response to changes in probability, and
perhaps distinguishing consequences according to whether they result from acts of omission or
commission, loss aversion, and ambiguity aversion. In other cases, differences between behavior
and economic models reflect oversimplified models and can be reconciled by adopting more
realistic models. As an example, the assumption of perfect competition implies that consumers
have full and complete information about available market goods and that they can collect and
process new information at zero cost. If this were true, health and safety regulations on consumer
products, including food, medicines, and motor vehicles, would be unnecessary at best and
harmful if they were ever binding on someone’ s choi ce. More realistic models that recognize that
collecting and processing information are costly imply that consumers are rationally ignorant
about many aspects of consumer products and that it is efficient for them to delegate some
decisions about health and safety standards to a government or other authority (Downs 1957).
10 Consider

some examples of how these differences between behavior and economic models
pose questions about how to conduct and interpret BCA. Specifically, consider the role of
information, non-proportional response of WTP to risk reduction, ambiguity aversion,
hyperbolic discounting, and the divergence between estimates of WTP and WTA.
10 For further discussion of the evidence concerning differences between individual behavior
and normative models with a focus on valuing health risks, discounting, and other-regarding
preferences, see Robinson and Hammitt (2011a, b).
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Information
In the standard economic model, provision of (accurate) information is never harmful and
is possibly beneficial. This follows because people can adapt their behavior to better meet their
goals when they have more accurate information about factors that influence the consequences of
alternative decisions. In the worst case, information can be ignored and so it causes no harm.
In practice, individuals may not process information optimally and may be misled. For
example, they may over-emphasize attributes that appear particularly salient and
under-emphasize others, notably the probability that a bad outcome will occur (Sunstein 2002,
Sunstein and Zeckhauser 2011). In some cases, individuals may perceive a difference in risk
between alternatives even when scientific studies support the hypothesis of no difference.
Possible examples include the common belief that synthetic chemicals are more likely to be
carcinogenic than naturally occurring chemicals, even though equal fractions (about half) of all
synthetic and natural chemicals that have been tested in conventional high-dose rodent bioassays
show evidence of carcinogenicity (Gold et al. 2002) or that genetically modified foods are less
healthful than those produced through selective breeding (Cantley and Lex 2010). Firms can
exploit these tendencies through advertising, making some attributes more salient and others less,
hence biasing consumer behavior away from their normative interests.
If information provision can be harmful, there may be cases in which it should be suppressed, or
at least not publicized. This issue is recognized in the law of evidence in U.S. and other courts,
where a factor in determining whether certain evidence is admissible is the balance between its
probative and prejudicial value. Similarly, regulations exist to limit advertising, e.g., of tobacco
on television and to children. In another case, the US Department of Agriculture (USDA)
prohibited a private beef producer from testing its cattle for BSE (mad-cow disease). The
producer hoped to reassure potential importers in Japan and South Korea that its beef was
BSE-free, but USDA argued the test was of no value and, presumably, if this firm were
permitted to test
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firms would be disadvantaged and/or there would be pressure to vastly increase the
federal testing program.
Non-proportionality of WTP to Risk Reduction
Normative economic models of decisions about risky outcomes (i.e., expected utility)
imply that WTP for a small reduction in the probability of suffering an adverse health or other
consequence should be nearly proportional to the magnitude of the probability change. Positive
models, such as prospect and rank-dependent-expectedutility theories (Kahneman and Tversky
1979, Tversky and Kahneman 1992, Quiggin 1993), yield the same result except under rather
implausible conditions where an individual ’s re sponse may be hi ghly nonlinear for
probabilities in the relevant range (Hammitt 2000, Corso et al 2001). In contrast,
stated-preference studies usually find that WTP is substantially less than proportional to the
probability change, implying sharply decreasing marginal WTP as the risk reduction increases.
In the normative model, the primary factor leading to non-proportionality is the income
effect; as WTP becomes large relative to the i ndivi dual ’s asse ts, the rate at which he is
willing to pay for risk reduction should decrease because the marginal utility of forgone
consumption increases. In addition, for risks of death, the rate at which he is willing to pay should
also decrease because of the dead-anyway effect (Pratt and Zeckhauser 1996): The expected
opportunity cost of spending on risk reduction is the probability-weighted average of the
opportunity costs conditional on avoiding and suffering the adverse effect. If the incremental
opportunity cost of resources is smaller for a bequest than for consumption while living, then as
the probability of death increases, the expected opportunity cost decreases and WTP increases.

BSE testing in beef cattle may be of little or no value because BSE has a substantial
incubation period and it may not be possible to detect evidence of infection in beef cattle at the
age of slaughter. The producer sued USDA and ultimately the court ruled USDA could not
prevent it from conducti ng pri vate tests. See ― Federal judge rules Creekstone can test for
BSE,‖ High Plains Journal, April 5, 2007
(www.hpj.com/archives/2007/apr07/apr9/FederaljudgerulesCreekstone.cfm, accessed July 25,
2012) and ―Creekstone Far ms Pre miu m B eef v. USDA,‖ Civil Action No. 060544 (JR), US
District Court for the District of Columbia, filed March 29, 2007.
11
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Among stated-preference studies that estimate WTP for health-risk reductions of different
magnitudes, most find that WTP is substantially less than proportional to the probability change.
Hammitt and Graham (1999) tried to identify all stated-preference studies that estimated WTP for
a numerically specified reduction in risk of some adverse health effect published between 1980
and 1998. Of the 14 studies they identified that provided enough information to test for the
sensitivity of WTP to the magnitude or risk reduction, WTP increased with risk reduction in a
statistically significant manner in 11 studies, but never in proportion to risk reduction. More
recently, some studies have found that estimated WTP is proportional to probability change when
appropriate visual aids are used to communicate risk (Corso et al. 2001, Hammitt and Haninger
2010) but other studies using similar methods have continued to find that WTP varies significantly
less than proportionately (e.g., Alberini et al. 2004, Haninger and Hammitt 2011).
12 Stated-preference

studies that find WTP increases less than proportionately to risk reduction
imply that marginal WTP for risk reduction decreases sharply as the size of the reduction
increases. For example, Alberini et al. (2004) estimated mean annual WTP for a 1 in 1000
reduction in the risk of dying in the next decade as $483 and mean WTP for a 5 in 1000 reduction
as $770. Taken at face value, these estimates imply respondents value an initial 1 in 1000 increase
in the probability of surviving the next decade at $483 per year but value four additional increases
at an average of only $72 per year (= [770 – 483] / 4), 15 percent as much as they value the
initial risk reduction. If used in BCA, these values suggest the population would strongly prefer
two policies that each reduced their mortality risk over the next decade by 1 in 1000 (valued at
$966 = 2 x $483) to a single policy that reduced risk by 5 in 1000. Such a preference might be
consistent with having a strong preference for taking action to reduce a risk with relatively little
concern for the efficacy of the action, but it is inconsistent with the standard economic model that
evaluates actions by their consequences.

This inference assumes that having received the first risk reduction would not decrease WTP
for the second; an alternative interpretation is that WTP for the second risk reduction is sharply
less than for the first. The initial interpretation is supported by results showing WTP for a risk
reduction is independent of small changes in the level of the initial risk (Hammitt and Haninger
2010, Haninger and Hammitt 2011).
12
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Alternatively, if near-proportionality of WTP to reduce risk is taken to be normatively
required and the non-proportional results of many stated-preference studies are attributed to
cognitive errors on the part of survey respondents or to problems with study design that lead
respondents to reject the described scenario, then the question arises how to estimate the rate at
which people are willing to pay for risk reduction. Using the Alberini et al. study, the marginal
rate of substitution between income and mortality risk is $4.8 million per life saved using the
smaller risk reduction and $1.5 million using the larger risk reduction. Which estimate (or what
alternative estimate) should one apply in BCA?
The problem of non-proportionality of WTP to risk reduction is but one example of the
problem of apparently inadequate sensitivity to scope (i.e., to the magnitude of the good) that has
been observed in stated-preference studies for many years, perhaps most famously when these
methods were used to help estimate damages caused by the 1989 Exxon-Valdez oil spill in
Alaska (Diamond and Hausman 1994, Hanemann 1994). Unlike the case of WTP to reduce the
probability of an adverse consequence, theory provides much less guidance about how much
WTP should increase with improvements in environmental quality, or more generally with
increases in the quantity or quality of a good. In another health context, Hammitt and Haninger
(2007) estimated that WTP to reduce the risk of acute illness from food-borne pathogens was
implausibly insensitive to the severity and duration of the illness: The marginal rate of
substitution between money and risk was estimated as $8,300 per expected case for a one-day
episode of mild illness and $16,100 per expected case for a week-long episode requiring
hospitalization.
The non-proportionality of estimated WTP to risk reduction may be reconciled with economic
theory by adopting a more refined theoretical model. As noted, if the problem is one of
cognitive constraints as suggested by Smith and Moore (2010), it may be possible to design
elicitation methods to relax these constraints (e.g., certain visual aids may help ameliorate
problems in risk communication; Corso et al. 2001). If deviations can be well-explained by a
descriptive model, such as non-linear probability evaluation, it may be possible to adjust elicited
values to correct for this distortion (Bleichrodt et al. 2001). Alternatively, respondents may be
valuing a change in risk that is not the risk change specified in the survey, but rather a risk
change based on rationally
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updating their prior beliefs about the hazard with information provided in the survey. These
updated beliefs do not vary as much between respondents as do the risk reductions presented in
the survey (Viscusi 1985, 1989). In this case, it may be possible to elicit the risk reduction that
each respondent is valuing to determine his rate of substitution between money and risk.
Ambiguity Aversion
It has long been recognized that people tend to prefer situations in which the probabilities
of the possible outcomes are known to situations in which the probabilities are unknown. Knight
(1921) described the first situation as one of risk and the second as one of uncertainty. Ellsberg
(1961) provided the seminal paper.
From a Bayesian perspective, the distinction between Knightian risk and uncertainty
appears meaningless. From this perspective, probability is always personal; different people can
attach different probabilities to the same event, depending on their knowledge and prior beliefs,
without entailing any inconsistency. As individuals collect more information about the risk, they
should update their probability assessments using Bayes’ rule. As co mmon informat ion a
ccumula te s, the updated (pos terior) proba bili ties will tend to converge: in the limit, indi
viduals’ probabilities for the risk wil l be equ al.
Cases characterized by so-called ― obje ctive pr obabi lities‖ ( Knight ian risk) s uch as
tossing dice, spinning roulette wheels, and the like seem to be cases in which logic and experience
lead individuals to common probabilities. (These cases may be more accurately described as
chaotic processes, i.e., non-linear deterministic processes for which the outcome is sensitively
dependent on initial conditions. Uncertainty about the outcome results not from randomness but
from insufficient knowledge of the initial conditions.) Cases relevant to policy (e.g., the sensitivity
of Ear th’s climat e t o greenhouse gases, the effects of acid deposition on forest growth, the
human-health effects of lowdose exposure to a chemical that causes cancer in laboratory animals
at high doses) are manifestly not cases in which logic and experience lead to common
probabilities, nor are they cases in which there is sufficient evidence so that posterior probabilities
converge.
Under the normative expected utility model (Savage 1954), ambiguity plays no role. Individuals
are assumed to behave as if they have both probabilities and utilities for
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all possible consequences and to choose the action that has the largest expected utility.
Uncertainty about the probability that an event (e.g., developing cancer) will occur can be
represented as a probability distribution on the probability of the event, but in calculating expec te
d utili ty, the ―second -orde r‖ uncer tainty about the probability of cancer int egra te s out and
plays no role.
As an example, consider two risk analysts attempting to characterize uncertainty about
whether exposure to methyl mercury through fish consumption increases the risk of heart attack.
For simplicity, assume that if methyl mercury increases heart-attack risk, the exposure-response
function is accurately estimated (from epidemiological studies); the key uncertainty is whether the
relationship is causal (Rice et al. 2010). Let p denote the probability that the relationship is causal.
One risk analyst finds the evidence for causality to be ambiguous and assesses a probability
distribution for p that is asymmetric triangular between 0 and 1 with mode 0. A second risk
analyst interprets the evidence as compelling and assesses a probability distribution that is
symmetric triangular between 2/9 and 4/9. To calculate the probability that an individual with
specified methyl mercury exposure will suffer a heart attack because of his exposure, both risk
analysts follow the same procedure: for each possible value of p, multiply the probability of heart
attack (given by the exposure-response function), the value of p, and the probability that value of p
is correct, then sum. Because t he two anal ysts’ di stributions for p have identical means (1/3),
they will calculate identical probabilities of heart attack and their differing interpretations of the
ambiguity of the evidence will have no effect on their common estimate of the number of heart
attacks under alternative policies.
In contrast to this normative model, much of the risk-perception literature suggests that
individuals are less tolerant of environmental and health risks that are perceived to be uncertain or
ambiguous. Indeed, the literature on risk perception suggests that the qualitative aspects of risk
that influence perception and tolerance can be summarized by two attributes: uncertainty and
dread. Risks that are perceived as more uncertain tend to be unobservable, newly recognized, not
understood scientifically, and to have delayed consequences (Slovic 1987, 2000).
Further evidence of ambiguity or uncertainty aversion is the popularity of the precautionary
principle, which is incorporated in a number of international environmental
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agreements and in the French constitution. Although there are many statements of the principle, a
common theme is that greater uncertainty about a risk should lead to more stringent regulation and
smaller exposure. For example, the 1982 United Nations World Charter for Nature (A/RES/37/7,
28 October 1982) states: ―Acti vit ies which ar e li kely to pose a significant risk to nature shall be
preceded by an exhaustive examination; their proponents shall demonstrate that expected benefits
outweigh potential damage to nature, and where potential adverse effects are not fully understood,
the activities should not proceed‖ (emphasis added). This statement seems consistent with some
models of ambiguity aversion, such as the maxmin expected utility model in which decision
makers are assumed to hold multiple probability distributions and to evaluate each potential act
using the most pessimistic distribution (i.e., the distribution that minimizes the expected utility of
that act; Gilboa and Schmeidler 1989). It also seems unworkable, since potential adverse effects of
any activity are unlike ly to e ver be ―full y under stood .‖
Costs of Accommodating Ambiguity Aversion
In conducting BCA and in choosing policy, should analysts and decision makers
incorporate aversion to ambiguity and uncertainty? In Por tney’s ―Trouble in Happyville ‖
example, should the choice depend on whether the residents believe the contaminant will cause
cancer or are merely uncertain about whether it does and wish to follow a precautionary
principle?
Note that acting in accordance with uncertainty aversion can paradoxically increase risk if
decision makers regulate uncertain risks more stringently (relative to expected values) than they
regulate more certain risks (Nichols and Zeckhauser 1988). In the United States, the
abandonment of new nuclear-power generation and greater reliance on coal-fired power since
the 1970s is consistent with choosing a relatively certain risk for a more uncertain one. Although
one cannot be sure, subsequent experience with nuclear power world-wide suggests that the
damage to human health and ecosystems is much greater than it would have been had the use of
nuclear power expanded. Cumulative world-wide fatalities from nuclear power used for
producing electricity since the 1950s are estimated to not exceed a few tens of thousands, with
the vast majority of cases due to cancer associated with radiation released through the
Chernobyl accident
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(including cancers that have not yet developed). Estimated annual fatalities from burning coal to
produce electricity are estimated to be of the same magnitude in the U.S. alone, with equal or
greater numbers in Europe and Asia.
To illustrate how regulation in accordance with ambiguity or uncertainty aversion can
increase risk, consider a hypothetical example. One must choose which of two technologies to
adopt for a particular purpose, e.g., fuels for generating electricity or pesticides for growing
cotton. The risk associated with one alternative is uncertain; with probability 0.99 use of this
technology will cause no deaths but with probability 0.01 the technology will be catastrophic and
cause 1,000 deaths. The other alternative is known to cause 100 deaths. If the choice between the
technologies is to be made only once, there is not much to be said except one must weigh the large
chance that the uncertain technology will be better than the known technology (saving 100 lives)
against the small chance that it will be very much worse (killing 900 more). If the population at
risk is the same and everyone is exposed to equal risk, then individuals who behave in accordance
with standard economic models would prefer the uncertain technology to the known technology,
as it yields smaller risk (if N is the number of people exposed, the risks are 10/N and 100/N,
respectively).
If one generalizes from this single decision to a strategy about which choice to make in
situations of this kind, then it becomes clear that choosing in accordance with uncertainty
aversion is likely to produce greater harm. Assume a choice identical to the example must be
made ten times, i.e., one must choose between alternatives with risk profiles identical to the
uncertain and known technologies for ten different applications. If one always chooses the
certain technology, there will be 1,000 deaths for sure. If one always chooses the uncertain
technology, the number of deaths will be between zero (if none of the uncertain technologies
prove catastrophic) and 10,000 (if all prove catastrophic). If the event that the uncertain
technology is catastrophic is probabilistically independent across the ten situations, then the
probability that there are fewer deaths if one always chooses the uncertain technology is 0.996,
i.e., it is nearly certain that a policy of choosing the uncertain technology (that causes fewer
expected deaths) will cause fewer actual deaths.
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Note that the assumption that the risks are independent (or at least not strongly positively
dependent) is critical to the argument. In practice, the risks and uncertainty about them will be
estimated using some type of risk assessment, which brings together available theory, data, and
other evidence about the characteristics of these technologies (Bedford and Cooke 2001, Cox
2002, Hammitt 2008). To the extent that errors in risk assessments are dependent across
technologies, the risks may be positively correlated and so the policy of always choosing the
uncertain technology will not provide as much benefit as when the risks are independent. Errors in
risk assessment may often be positively dependent. For example, risk assessment often uses
conservative assumptions about exposure to hazards and the shape of the exposure-response
function at low exposures (where risks are too small to be measured but must be extrapolated
from measurements at higher exposures). This conservative bias may yield systematically greater
over-estimates of risk for technologies with greater uncertainty (Nichols and Zeckhauser 1988).
Another source of positive dependence is when the same or similar models or parameters are used
to simulate environmental fate and transport, exposureresponse functions, or the monetary value
of reducing mortality risk.
Note that there may be opportunities to learn about the risks of an uncertain technology
over time and to use this information to improve decisions. If feedback about the risks of the
technology occurs relatively rapidly, it may be possible to introduce the more uncertain
technology on a limited scale, gain experience, then expand or suppress the technology depending
on whether it proves less or more hazardous than initially anticipated. If the effects of the
technology manifest slowly (e.g., storage technologies for radioactive waste) or cannot be
implemented on a limited scale (e.g., changes in greenhouse-gas emissions), it may not be
possible to learn enough from limited-scale experimentation to provide useful information for the
decision.
Discounting future consequences
In BCA of policies for which the benefits and costs are concentrated at substantially different
times, the rate at which future benefits and costs are discounted can have an enormous effect on
the conclusions. Standard BCA practice assumes that the importance of a future consequence
can be evaluated by its present value, calculated by
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tdiscounting

the monetary value of the consequence at the time it will occur by a factor that
declines geometrically with the number of periods before occurrence (i.e., [1/(1 + r)], where r is
the discount rate and t the number of periods). This practice is inconsistent with some behavior
and some normative arguments in at least two dimensions: the choice of the discount rate and
whether the rate is constant or decreasing over time. These issues are discussed in the following
subsections.
Hyperbolic Discounting
A key property of the standard discounting model is that a one-period change in the time
until arrival has the same proportional effect on the evaluation, regardless of how long in the
future the event will occur (i.e., delaying a consequence one period decreases its present value
by the factor 1/(1 + r)). In contrast, empirical studies suggest tha t indi vidual s’ e val uations of
futur e cons equences are more sens itive to one per iod changes for proximate than for
distant consequences. In particular, individuals may sharply distinguish between present and
future consequences. These patterns can be described by hyperbolic discounting (Angeletos et
al. 2001).
Overweighting immediate relative to future consequences can bias choices away from
alternatives characterized by up-front costs and future benefits, such as investment in more
costly but more energy-efficient equipment (e.g., motor vehicles, light bulbs, electrical
appliances) as well as precautionary measures to reduce the chance or magnitude of
environmental harms, such as reducing greenhouse-gas emissions or more secure containment of
hazardous waste. Systematic underweighting of future benefits is an important justification for
energy-efficiency standards for household appliances, lighting, and Corporate Average Fuel
Economy (CAFE) standards for motor vehicles.
Whet her consumer s’ c hoic es between more and le ss e nergy -efficient products are
systematically biased through underweighting future cost savings is unclear. Early studies
(Hausman 1979, Gately 1980) estimated that consumers discounted future energy savings at
annual rates of 20 percent or more, but later studies have estimated lower rates and suggested
alternative explanations (e.g., Hausman and Joskow 1982, Jaffe and Stavins 1994a, 1994b).
Other factors that could explain apparently high discount rates and are consistent with standard
economic models include misperception of or uncertainty about
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future energy prices, credit constraints, resale market imperfections in which energy efficiency is
inadequately capitalized, and heterogeneity or uncertainty about usage patterns (low-use
consumers may be better served by inexpensive but less efficient models). Moreover, in choosing
when to replace existing equipment with a more efficient model, one must consider the possibility
of future improvements in efficiency; even if one could save money by replacing an existing
appliance now, the net benefits might be increased by waiting to purchase an even more efficient
model later. In short, determining the optimal purchase plan for durable goods is a complicated
problem in which many factors might lead to a divergence between consumer behavior and an
analytic model.
In a general-population survey, Allcott (2010) finds conflicting evidence about whether
American consumers are likely to underweight future fuel costs when buying a motor vehicle.
Consumers report having given little attention to fuel efficiency when purchasing their most recent
motor vehicle (40 percent ― did not think about fuel costs at al l‖), a result that is compatible with
hyperbolic discounting. Other findings suggest that other factors may be important. Allcott reports
that consumers misperceive the incremental cost savings from fuel economy (underestimating the
marginal effect for low-efficiency and overestimating it for high-efficiency vehic les, consi ste nt
wit h ― MPG illusion;‖ Larrick and Sole 2008). Expectations about future fuel costs are diverse,
though consumers tend to anticipate that gasoline prices will rise faster than the rate implied by oil
price futures.
If consumer behavior differs from the standard discounting model, one must ask if the model is
normatively appropriate. Frederick et al. (2002) note that neither Samuelson (1937) nor
Koopmans (1962), who introduced and provided an axiomatic basis for the discounted utility
model, respectively, claimed it had either normative or positive validity. Here it is necessary to
distinguish between discounting utility and discounting monetary values. Clearly, the model in
which future utility is discounted imposes strong assumptions about separability of preferences
for consequences in different periods (Frederick et al. 2002). In contrast, the evaluation of future
consequences by their discounted monetary values may be justified by an intertemporal budget
constraint: to the extent that individuals can shift financial resources forward or backward in
time, the
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13 effect

on current well-being of a future benefit or cost is equal to the future monetary val ue
discounte d at the consumer ’s int er e st rate. The relevant interest rate may depend on
whether the consumer must increase or decrease his savings (to offset a future cost or benefit,
respectively), or must decrease or increase his current borrowing. As an example, an i ndividual’s
willi ngness to pay to reduce mortality risk in a future period is theoretically equal to his
willingness to pay for that risk reduction at the time it would manifest discounted to the present at
the relevant interest rate. This implies that future health or environmental benefits need not be
discounted at the same rate as future costs, because the future rate of substitution between health
or environment and costs may differ from the present rate (e.g., Cropper and Sussman 1990,
Gravelle and Smith 2001, Hammitt and Liu 2004, Sterner and Perrson 2008).
Discount rates
There is a large and active literature on the appropriate discount rate to use for evaluating
policies with long time horizons, such as climate change. Although recent literature has
advanced to give more attention to uncertainty about future economic growth (Gollier and
Weitzman 2010), one of the key issues has been and remains whether to use a discount rate
based on positive analysis of behavior (as in Nordhaus 1994) or one based on normative
considerations (as in Cline 1992). Discount rates based on analysis of observed interest rates tend
to be larger than those based on normative models, and hence BCA using the normative
approach tends to support more stringent near-term reductions in greenhouse-gas emissions.
This difference in perspective is highlighted by the Stern Review (Stern 2007) and
critiques. Discount rates are often analyzed in terms of the Ramsey equation, which equates the
discount rate (equal to the return on capital) to the time discount rate plus the consumption
elasticity multiplied by the consumption-growth rate. The time discount rate (or utility discount
rate) characterizes the weight placed on the utility of future generations relative to the present
generation. Normative arguments including those of Ramsey (1928) suggest a value of zero or
slightly positive to account for the risk of
Hence consumers should allocate their consumption over time so that their consumption
discount rate equals the relevant market interest rate.
13
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human extinction. The consumption elasticity is a measure of aversion to inequality of
well-being between generations (or the rate at which the marginal utility of consumption
decreases), with larger values corresponding to greater inequality-aversion.
14 In

its main results, the Stern Review used a time discount of 0.1 percent per year and a
consumption elasticity of 1. Combining these with its assumption about future economic growth
(approximately 1.3 percent per year) yields a discount rate of approximately 1.4 percent per year
and the conclusion that sharp reductions in greenhouse-gas emiss ions a re warranted. I n contrast
, Nordhaus’ well -known DICE model assumes a time discount of 1.5 percent per year and a
consumption elasticity of 2. These values are chosen in part so that the resulting discount rate,
about 5.5 percent per year, is consistent with positive estimates of the real return to capital over
many decades. With these parameter values, DICE suggests more moderate reductions in
near-term greenhouse-gas emissions. The stringency of emission reductions can be conveniently
characterized by the optimal carbon tax or shadow price of carbon emissions. For both models, the
optimal carbon tax rises with time. For DICE, the optimal value in 2015 is approximately $35/ton
carbon while for the Stern Review it is approximately $350/ton carbon.
Nordhaus (2007) shows that the difference in optimal carbon tax between DICE and the
Stern Review can be almost entirely explained by the difference in the discount rate. Changing the
time discount and consumption elasticity in DICE to 0.1 percent per year and 1 (as in the Stern
Review) yields a discount rate of 2.0 percent and an optimal 2015 carbon tax of $360/ton carbon.
Maintaining the time discount at 0.1 percent per year but increasing the consumption elasticity to
3 yields a discount rate of 5.6 percent per year, comparable to the 5.5 percent rate using the
standard assumptions in DICE. In this case, the optimal 2015 carbon tax is $36/ton carbon,
increasing over time in a pattern close to that produced using the standard discounting
assumptions in DICE. In short, the optimal restriction on greenhouse-gas emissions is sensitive to
the discount rate, but not to the time-discount rate and consumption elasticity (for combinations of
these parameters that yield similar discount rates). Moreover, using a normatively-based

14

Numerical values in the remainder of this subsection are from Nordhaus (2007).
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discount rate that is inconsistent with current returns to capital suggests that other policies should
also be changed to enhance social welfare. For example, using the discount rate from the Stern
Review implies the optimal global savings rate is on the order of twice its current value (Nordhaus
2007).
Divergence of Willingness to Pay and Willingness to Accept
In principle, benefit-cost analysis uses estimates of both willingness to pay (WTP) and
willingness to accept compensation (WTA). A policy change can be evaluated using
compensating variation by aggregating WTP for the change by those who benefit with WTA for
the change by those who are harmed. Alternatively, one could use equivalent variation,
aggregating WTA to forgo the policy change by those who would benefit with WTP to prevent the
change by those who would be harmed. In practice, however, most benefit-cost analyses use only
measures of WTP, usually WTP for the change by those who gain and WTP to prevent the change
by those who are harmed.
The conventional reliance on estimated WTP when WTA is conceptually appropriate
arises because the two concepts are generally anticipated to be nearly equal under standard
economic theory yet empirical estimates of WTA are often much larger than comparable
estimates of WTP. The reasons for this divergence are not well understood and analysts have
relied on WTP judging it to be more reliable, a position endorsed by U.S. government guidance
(OMB 2003).
Revealed-preference estimates typically do not distinguish WTP from WTA, so most of
the evidence for differences between these values comes from stated-preference studies and
experiments. These studies have found that WTA often exceeds WTP by factors of two to ten or
more (Knetsch and Sinden 1984, Horowitz and McConnell 2002, 2003). The disparity is often
described as an endowment effect, because the value individuals attach to a good seems to depend
on whether they own it or not (Kahneman et al. 1990).
The extent to which these results reflect actual preferences or artifacts of study design are
controversial. Plott and Zeiler (2005) suggest the disparity reflects exper iment al subj ect s’
misconc epti ons and that it can be eliminated when experiments are conducted using an
incentive-compatible elicitation mechanism and other features,
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though Isoni et al (2011) report experimental evidence that suggests these experimental features
are not determinative. In a meta-analysis, Horowitz and McConnell (2002) found that study
limitations such as using response formats that are not incentive-compatible or student subjects
did not account for the disparities. List (2003, 2004) provides evidence that market experience
reduces or eliminates the disparity. This result holds even for individuals who are not professional
traders (who may purchase goods for resale rather than private consumption; Kahneman et al.
1990).
Under standard economic models, indifference curves are smooth, not kinked, and hence
WTP and WTA for a good are equal at the margin. For non-marginal changes, WTA is expected
to be larger than WTP, yet the difference should be small unless the change is large enough to
create a substantial income effect or the good is one for which the individual cannot adjust the
quantity (e.g., because it is a public good) and there are no adequate market substitutes whose
quantity he can adjust to compensate for unwanted changes in the quantity of the primary good
(Hanemann 1991). These qualifications do not explain most of the empirical examples, which
involve goods of low value for which many substitutes are available.
The disparity between WTP and WTA seems to be better explained by loss aversion and
factors that determine the reference point (Knetsch 2010). For example, in evaluating an oil spill
or other environmental damage, people are likely to view the environment in the absence of the
spill as the reference point, and to evaluate both the spill and efforts to clean it up as in the domain
of losses. Hence WTA for the spill (compensating variation) and WTA to forgo cleanup
(equivalent variation) will tend to be large compared with a situation in which the status quo is
viewed as the appropriate reference, perhaps WTP for restoration of salmon runs in rivers from
which the fish have long been absent.
If loss aversion explains much of the WTP-WTA disparity, then a key question is whether loss
aversion is normatively acceptable. In some cases, the reference point can be easily manipulated
and any resulting change in decision seems likely to be judged as a cognitive error. For example,
it seems difficult to imagine that an individual offered a choice between a coffee mug and $5
would wish to make his choice dependent on whether or not he was initially given the mug by
the experimenter, though this is the
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pattern observed in experiments (Kahneman 1991). In a case such a s the ―Trouble in
Happyvil le‖ example wh er e bot h the benefit s and the costs of an ac tion accr ue to the
same people, it seems that each individual should prefer either the consequences of spending the
money and treating the water, or saving the money and not treating the water; consideration of
whether the consequences are compared with the status quo or with treated water should not alter
his decision. When the benefits and costs accrue to different people, there are strategic reasons for
those who are harmed to exaggerate the harm, and those who benefit to underplay the value of the
gain (if they will be made to pay). Yet loss aversion is observed even with incentive-compatible
decisions (such as the coffee mug experiments). It seems to reflect an availability effect (Tversky
and Kahneman 1974), in which the loss of the specific good (e.g., the coffee mug) is highly
salient and the opportunity loss of the goods one could purchase with the money (including a
substitute mug) are less salient.
Implications for Benefit-Cost Analysis
How should BCA be interpreted, what are its implications for policy choice, and how
should it be conducted? The answers depend on whether BCA is justified as a positive or
normative exercise.
If BCA is conceived as a positive exercise, with the goal of determining whether policy
consequences satisfy the condition that those who benefit could theoretically compensate those
who are harmed, then the objective is to measure benefits and harms exactly as they are
perceived by the affected individuals. When these perceptions conflict with normative models,
the normative models are irrelevant for the analysis. Under this interpretation, analysts should
measure individual preferences as accurately as possible. This includes fully incorporating any
inter-individual differences in valuation, such as those related to income, age, or other factors,
which are ignored in conventional BCA and may incite strong political reaction (recall the
controversies over valuing mortality risks differently by age; Viscusi 2009). Predicting policy
consequences and measuring individual perceptions are scientific questions that are, in principle,
susceptible to empirical testing. In addition, this approach respects individual autonomy
(consumer sovereignty). However, if BCA is conceived as a positive exercise, the question of its
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significance for policy remains. While a practice of choosing policies that satisfy the
Kaldor-Hicks compensation test allows for the possibility that everyone in the population will
gain in the aggregate, there is no guarantee that such an objective will be achieved and the
possibility that other social objectives, such as fair distribution of outcomes or equality of
opportunity, may be compromised.
If BCA is conceived as a normative exercise, then the normative basis must be specified.
If chosen by the analyst, she must be explicit about the choice and why it is appropriate. As the
choice of normative basis is a political rather than a scientific question, it seems appropriate for
the choice to be made by the relevant political decision maker, e.g., by legislation or
executive-branch guidance, though the prospects that political decision makers will provide a
sufficiently precise statement for analysts to follow seem limited. When using a normative basis,
the analyst must determine which parameter values are consistent with the corresponding
normative model. This may require adjusting empirical estimates to correct for biases that result
from behavior that is inconsistent with the normative model; in many cases, it is not clear how
such adjustments are best made. This approach assumes the analyst is a better judge of indi vidual
s’ wel l -being than the individuals themselves and opens her to charges of elitism or paternalism.
Many of the questions involved in conducting BCA under a normative justification are not
scientific but philosophical and not susceptible to empirical testing, which places the analyst in
more of an advocacy than a scientific role. Nevertheless, benefit-cost analysis that rests on an
accepted normative basis is by definition more useful for policy guidance than one that simply
predicts if the policy passes the Kaldor-Hicks compensation test.
It is possible that future research may limit the differences in interpretation between positive and
normative perspectives. For example, some important cases of individual behavior that conflict
with economic models might be shown to be errors, or an increasingly sophisticated population
may come to behave more like the models assume. Alternatively, some deviations might be
explained by refining economic models to incorporate factors that are viewed as normatively
legitimate but currently omitted. Such changes seem unlikely to substantially improve the
correspondence between normative models and behavior, which implies there will remain an
important question
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about the basis for BCA, with corresponding implications for its conduct and
interpretation.
The choice of justification is part of a larger question about the role of representative
government: should government provide the citizenry what the citizenry believes it wants at the
moment, much as a direct democracy (or a politician who slavishly follows public-opinion polls)
might do, or should it provide leadership, directing the citizenry in a direction it does not yet
know (and might never agree) is in its real interests? The tension is encapsulated in the debate
between Thomas Jefferson and Edmund Burke (Wiener 1997). Jefferson (1820): ―I know of no
safe repos itory of the ultimate powers of society but the people themselves; and if we think them
not enlightened enough to exercise their control with a wholesome discretion, the remedy is not t
o take it fro m the m, but t o inform their discreti on by educat ion.‖ Burke (1774): ―Your r epr
esent ati ve owes you, not only hi s in dustry, but his judgment; and he betrays, inst ead of servi
ng you, if he sa crifices it to your opini on.‖
How would these sages advise the Director of Environmental Protection in Happyville?
Jefferson might council him to continue to communicate the risk as clearly as possible, and also
to educate the citizens about the opportunity costs of the watertreatment option. If the citizens
persist in their preference, would he ultimately advise the Director to treat the water? And would
Burke advise the Director to refuse?
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